
It is completely natural for the bride 
to feel at least a hint of nerves on 
her “big day,” after all; you are the 
star of the show.

Your photographer/ videographer 
plays a vital role; helping to ease 
those pre-wedding jitters and bring 
a sense of calm to your day. Early in 
my career, I learned that the happy 
brides are also the most photogenic. 

In most cases, the photographer 

spends the entire day with the bridal 
party—from preparation in the 
morning to partying the night away, 
the photographer is capturing your 
memories. To get the best results, 
a good photographer builds a good 
rapport with everyone involved. I 
like to start things off with speaking 
light-heartedly with the bridal party, 
posing questions like; “do you think it 
will be the bride or the groom to shed 

the first tear during the ceremony?” 
or, “how did the bride and groom first 
meet?” Now the ice is broken and the 
room is filled with reminiscing and 
laughter that is all captured on film. 
Everyone is more relaxed with the 
camera, and the day ahead. 

Though skill and experience 
contribute, it’s my relaxed approach 
that helps to capture the memories 
that will be treasured forever.

Happy Bride, 
Happy Life.

Rob Green, from Rio Productions was extremely professional, 
accommodating and a pleasure to work with. His keen eye for detail was 
extremely appreciated. He managed to capture the great moments and 
staged many other fun filled moments making our entire wedding party 
feel comfortable and relaxed. Rob safeguarded our memories of such a 
momentous day and for this we will always be grateful.     —Laura Smile

RIO PRODUCTIONS
299 Limeridge Road W Unit 3
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada L9C2V4
905 574 0144
rioproductions@gmail.com
robgreen.tv

We contacted Rob on the recommendation of 
my sister-in-law who loved his work for their 

wedding. We told Rob we were having a Star 

Trek themed wedding and he was very open to 

work with our non-traditional requests. Rob 
exceeded our expectations by meeting us for a 
location walk-through prior to the wedding, 
and giving us the raw video and pictures before 

we even returned home from our honeymoon. 
We were very happy, and will recommend Rob 

to any friends having a wedding in the future.
—Jane Hynes
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